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The integrals which are denoted as the f~ functions and which OCCLU
in the aerodynamic theory for wings oscillating in pure supersonic flow
have been evaluated and tabulated for various Mach numbers and values
of the reduced frequency. Specific values of parameters X, M, and k
for which tabulations of fh are presented me: A = O to IL; Mach nuaibers
of 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, I-.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, d 5.0; WI
values of the reduced frequency k frcm O to 2.0 at the following inter-
vals - 0(0.005)0.15, 0.15(0.01)0.2, 0.2(0.025)0.35, 0.35(0.05)1.0, ~d
1.0(0.1)2.0. The tabulated values are considered accurate to one in the
last digit.
INTRODUCTION
This report is concerned with a tabulation of the f~ functions
that occux in the aerodynamic theory for wings oscillating in pure
supersonic flow. These functions sxe definite integrals of the form
J
x
X%i%fo(ccc)ti, where 1 is an integer, Jo is the Bessel func-
0
tion of first kind of order O, and O and a depend on Mach number
and frequency. They have arisen from the theory for two-dimensional
wings as originaHy developed by Possio (ref. 1) and further developed
by Von Borb&y (ref. 2).
Von Borb61.y(ref. 2) expressed the aerodynamic forces for a rigid
two-dtinsional oscilhting wing in terms of f~ functions. Ih addition,
he derived and presented a recursion formula whereby f~ for any A
1,
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can be evaluated in terms of the prtitive function fo. In application,
however,-this recursion formula involves small Hferences between large
numbers so that the evaluation of f. to = increasingly large number .
of places is necessary in order to avoid intolerable errors in fA as A
increasei3.
Schwsrz (ref. 3) considered the evaluation and tabulation of certain
integrals that are pertinent to both subsonic and supersonic aerodynamics.
These integrals involved Eessel functions and Hmkel functions of zero
order among which w- the primitive integral fo. A fairly exbensive
tabulation of this integral is presented in reference 3; however, these
tables are inadequate with regsrd to the number of places required to
calculate f~ to a sufficient degree of accuracy by Von Borbely’s recur-
sion formula for A greater than 2 or 3.
The f~ functions for A = O to 3 arise in deriving the aerodynamic
forces for rigid wings in pitching and vertical translation, as shown,
for exmple, byVon Borbe’2y(ref. 2) and Garrick and Rubinow (ref. 4).
Some tabulations have been made of fx for values of X necessary for
treating such rigid wings. These tables are, however, for the most part,
rather sparse with regard to either Mach number or frequency. For e+~,
Von Borb&y (ref. 2) sad Miles (ref. 5) made tabulations at convenient
intervals of a reduced-frequency-Mach number parameter, but convenient
intervals in such a parameter do not necessarily correspond to conven-
ient Mach number intervsd.s. Keller, Black, and Czuba (ref. 6) made tab-
ulations at convenient Mach number intervals but their tables do not
cover a sufficient range of reduced-frequencyparsmeter for general
application.
H consideration is given to flexible wings or parts thereof, con-
siderably higher values of the index A arise.
_les that illustrate
this fact maybe found in treatments of chordwise bending (ref. 7), wide
delta wings (refs. 5, 8, 9, and 10), and panel flutter (refs. H and 12).
The present report presents a tabulation of the fA functions for
X = O to -H for various supersonic Mach nwnbers and values of the reduced
frequency. The intervals are believed to be convenient with respect to
Mach number in the range 1.2 to 5 and cover a fairly wide range of reduced
frequency at small intervals convenient for genersl application. Calcu-
lations for the tables were performedby the Cmptiation Woratcryj
National Bureau of Standards, under sm NACA contract. These tabulations
should constitute a useful addition to existing tables pertaining to
unsteady supersonic aerodynamics. In addition to the tabulations, a .
brief discussion of some of the applications mentioned in the foregoing
paragraphs is presented.
.





















functions deftied in equations (1) to (3)
Mach number, v/c
one-half chord
velocity of sound in undisturbed medium
velocity of main stresm (supersonic)
reduced frequency, bU@
azu@Lar frequency of oscillation
frequency parameter, /(
~2 M2 -
Bessel function of first kind of
)1
order O
nodal line associated with wing pitching
amplitude constant associated with translation
amplitude constant associated with pitching
smplitude constant associated withpsrabolic camber
plan-form area
local pressure difference
displacement of wing plan form
.
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one of which is
f~ which is a definite inte~al occurring in the
supersonic aerodynamics appears in a number of forms,
J’1fA(M,EJ)= H~~e-@Jo ~ u au (1)o
=%
M2
where M is Mach number, 6 is
quency, and Jo is the ikssel functidn’of
Another f&m, which msy be readily derived
)-1, k is the reduced fre-
the first kind of order O.
from equation (1) is
(2)
where a = ~.
M
As maybe noted in egpations (1) or (2), f~ is complex and may
be written in terms of a as
(3)
where,,for exsmple,
~h), = +~” ($cos MX Jo(x)dx
(f+ =‘;~”(:j’s~MXJo(x)ti










form arise, the parameters M
Some Applications Involving f~
Two-dimensional rigid wing.- Jn references 2 and 4 consideration
given to a two-dimensionalwing oscillating in pitch a and vertical
is
translation h, and moving at supersonic speed.- The displacement of this
wing relative to its mean position can be expressed as
(4)
where ~ and ~ are smplitude constaqts and x =% is the axis
about which the wing pitches or the node line associated with pitching
motion. As discussed in references 2 and 4, the forces and moments are
expressible as conibinationsof f~ with A =Oto 3. For example, the
moment coefficients associated with pitch about the leading edge (~ = O)
of the wing are in a form reducible to
{[,
+.fo-
‘3’’m4’=hik( 1.13fl -1-fj + $ fl + y(fo - f2) (5)
Camber modes.- U, in addition to pitch and translation, the wing
is undergoing parabolic chord bending, as discussed in reference 7, the
displacement of the wing can be expressed as
(6)
where ~, ao, and ~ are defined in the preceding paragraph, and y.
is an smp~tude constant associated with the camber mode. According to
this reference the coefficients associated with csmber in the generalized
camber force are given by







= JF%M-fo‘ ‘1- ‘3)+
~ -’0 + 5f2 -
( 5f~ + f5 ) + *(% 1-3f2 + f~) (7)15
examples involving csmber modes in which a knowledge of fh
values of A is requiredmay be found in investigations per-
panel flutter. (See, for example, ref. 12.)
Finite wings with supersonic edges.- An important application of the
f~ function6 occurs in the flutter analysis of finite wings in purely
supersonic flow. some investigations (for example, refs. 8 and 9) have
deslt with such wings undergoing deformations that vary with respect to
both chord and span direction. To illustrate, if the virtual dispbce -
ment of the wing is assumed to be expressible in polynomial form in terms
of generalized coordinates as
(8)





where S is plan-form area and 4 is the pressure arising from the
virtual displacement 5Z. After the surface integrations in equation (9)
are perfomed, the results can be expressed as
.
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(lo)
where the function FWS is found to be expressible in terms of f~
with 1 ramginguptothevalue(m+n +r+s +2). Forexsmple, in
reference ~ the forces and moments are obtained for a triangular wing
with supersonic edges which is oscillating in linear pitch and trans-
lation. w results are found to involve f~ up to X = k which may
also be seen from equation (10), where in this csse the indices are
m= 1, .=0, r=l, s=O. Another example is reference 10, in which
the generalized force based on strip theory is determined for a delta
wing undergoing parabolic span bending. ti this case, the summation
indices in equation (10) have the values m = O, n = 2, r = O, s = 2,
and the generalized force is found to involve fhupto A=6.
Tabulations of fA
This report presents tabulations of fx (table I) for A = O to 11
for various sqersonic Mach numbers end values of the reduced frequency.
Specific values of parameters 1, M, and k for which tabulations
of f~ are presented are: A = O to U; Mach nmbers of 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,
1.5, I-.6, I-.8, 2.o, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, k.o, aud 5.o; andval.ues of the reduced
frequency k from O to.2.O at the following intervals - 0(0.005)0.15,
0.15(0.01)0.2, 0.2(0.025)0.35, 0.35(0.05)1.0, mdl.0(0.1)2.O. The cal-
culations were performed on the National Bureau of Standards Eastern
Automatic Computer (lSEAC)by means of a numerical integration procedure
involving the trapezoidal.rule with correction terms containing first
and second differences. (Gregory’sfornniLaterminated at the second dif-
ference term.) The tabulated values were checked by reevaluating each
fz for k = 2 by another method involving an U-point k~angian inte-
gration formula with the interval between points equal to one-sixtieth
of the complete interval.of integration. Since in the first computation
the integral evaluated at k = 2 was dependent upon all the other inte-
grals for k <2 for the same 1 and Machnuberj then, if the values
checked for k = 2, this was regarded as a sufficient check and the
results were deemed accurate. The tabulated values were further checked
by ccmpsxisontith existing tables where possible. The values in the
table are Judgedto be accurate to one in the last digit.
. —. _ ---- .. —.—._ _———. —. —.—_ — .—.-—
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With the use of this table, Von Borti’ly’s recursion formula can be .
employed to obtain f~ satisfactorilyfor at least a few additional
values of X, that is, at least A = 13 or 14. 0
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,
Lawley Field, Vs., October 27, 1955.
———— -—.
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presented of the real and imaginary parts of f~
fA(M,@ =
J ()
1 ~Ae-itiJ ~ u du
o
OM




1.2, 1.3, 0 to 0.15 0.005
1.4, 1.5, 0.15 to 0.20 0.01
Otou 1.6, 1.8, O.X) to 0.35 0.025
2.0, 2.5, 0.35 to 1.0 o.o~
3*O, 3.5, 1.0 to 2 0.01
4.0, 5.0 2 -----
— .. —-. .-—.—————.— —_ .— .—. —.—- ._ -.. . ..—. —
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(r) H-1.8 -cmcLwua
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TABIE L- vmJfs 02 f~(%a - (fA)R+i(fA)-&mtlmKd
I
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